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thanks to the blessing chanted moments 
before totality by John Woodenlegs, a 
Cheyenne Indian. Seven miles above the 
North Dakota-Montana border, a plane
load of scientists rendezvoused with the 
speeding shadow; they watched coronal 
streamers arching from the sun (above). 
Traveling now at 1,800 mph, leaving 
oohs and aahs everywhere in Its wake, 
the shadow traversed the Canadian 
provinces of Manitoba and Ontario and, 
bending northward, forded Hudson Bay 
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on Its way to Baffin Island and the Arc
tic. Even here eclipse watchers lay in 
walt for thetr two minutes of dark ec
stasy (page 118). Somewhere in Green
land the moon's shadow lifted from the 
earth and disappeared again Into space. 

Spread all along the path of totality, 
LIFE photographers did their best to doc
ument our last eclipse of the century. 
Thetrwork Is shown on these and the fol
lowing pages, In geographical and chro
nolOgical order. 

From an aIrcraft at 
40,000 feet, whIte 
streamers could be 
seen slwotlngfrom the 
blocked sun. These 
are bands of 
electrtcally charged 
partIcles three mlllton 
mlleslony. 
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A Last Look 
from 
Baffin Island 

Pangnlrtung-an overwhelmingly Eskimo 
community of 900 situated on the east coast 
of Baffin Island In Canada's Northwest Ter
ritories-took the eclipse In stride_ As the pic
ture on the previous page indicates. 45 
minutes before totality there was nobody on 
the frozen fjord In front of the settlement to 
see that the event had already begun. Na
body, that is, but a couple of errant New York
ers in rented snowsuits. standing beside their 
rented yellow-and-green tent. with their bank 
of mounted cameras pointed like popguns at 
the Arctic sun. 

Perhaps the - 300 F temperature had 
something to do with Pangnlrtung's seeming 
lack of Interest. Even the Inuit, as the Eski
mos call themselves. stay indoors when it's 
cold. Still. If photographer Marvin Newman 
and I hadn't attracted the town's curtoslty, 
Pangnlrtung might not have noticed the 
eclipse unttl It got dark. 

We came here because. according to our 
detatled map of the path of totality, Pangntr
tung was the most distant point of human 
habitation that was still In the center of the 
path. (Our map didn't show anybody living 
In western Greenland, farther along the path, 
but I later learned that a few hardy denizens 
did see the eclipse.) It turns out that Pang
nlrtung has a regularly scheduled air service, 
but you have to match the schedule with the 
days when the airport Is not closed by bliz
zards or ice fog or high winds. Our flight to 
Pang on the Friday before Monday's eclipse 
was the first to get in In two weeks. 

The sun reappears after totalLty. 

It Is a strikingly beautiful place. About 
three miles wide and 20 mtles long, Pangnlr
tung Fjord plunges like a narwhal's tusk Into 
the flank of Ballin Island. Set on either side 
are blunt rock faces that rise 2,000 feet near
ly straight up from the water. From any dis
tance at all the settlement seems but a 
Smidgen on this wtld Arctic scene. When we 
arrived, the temperature was a windless 35 
degrees below zero. Pearly smoke was rising 
from the tiny boxlike houses, and thin puffs 
of fog hung low on the fjord. The fading af
ternoon light had the effect of a hazy blue fil
ter on the white landscape; it was as If Jules 
Verne had constructed a lunar fantasy out 
of Styrofoam. The only activity was that of 
the Inuit snowmobtlcs, which skittered back 
and forth through the town's two streets like 
water bugs. The inuit still hunt and fish as 
they always have, but they amuse them
selves by riding their snowmobtles and 
watching television. Yes, even In Pangnlrtung 
-especially In Pangnlrtung-It is possible to 
watch hour after hOUT of disco dance shows. 
thanks to a satellite hookup with a TV sta
tion in Toronto. 

On Saturday and Sunday It stormed. In 

A largecrowdfollows Iheecllpsejrom Observatory Hillin Goldendale, Wash. 
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the wind-whipped whlteout conditions the 
vlsibtlity for walking was near zero. let alone 
the visibility for photographing an eclipse. 
Worse than the prospect of missing the spec
tacle was the prospect of being slranded In 
Pang for days afterward. When we weren't 
watching disco, we watched big black ravens 
sal! on the winds outside the lodge Windows. 

Yet Monday morning was bright, still and 
clear. The local outfitter helped us Into our 
gear: on top of all the warm clothing we 
brought, we found we had to add still anoth
er layer. Stepping outSide to ow' waiting 
snowmobile. squinting up nervously at the 
sun, we felt like gladiators, girded and on our 
way to the arena. It was 10:30 a.m., Pang time. 
Two hours to totality. 

By the time we set up the cameras, the 
eclipse had begun. Through our protective fil
ters we could see first a sHYer, then a slice, 
then a whole chunk disappear from the sun. 
The cameras were functioning well In spite 
of the cold; now and then we warmed them 
in the tent. Fifteen minutes before totality, 
people began to come out onto the fjord In 
twos and threes. The sunlight gradually 
yielded. We worked faster, priming the cam
eras for the oncomin"g darkness. Now there 
were three dozen Inuit around the tent. talk
Ing and laughing quietly. In my haste I 
stepped on a puppy's tall and sent It yelping. 
Suddenly the snow turned purple, and when 
1 looked up, the sky was dark and there It 
was. The corona blazed into view. and up and 
down the fjord there was a collective gasp. 

Although there have been no clinical stud
Ies of the psychological impact oftotaUty, one 
journal reports that "temporary hysteria" of
ten occurs. Some people seem to react by 
"screaming their heads off." (The roar from 
the people who gathered on a hill at Gold
endale, Wash. {ltift}, could be heard two miles 
away.) In my case, I know that at some point 
I began to yell, because I heard myself, and 
that at another point I began to jump up and 
down, because afterward my toes were tin
gling. And I'm sure I didn't feel the temper
ature drop 10 degrees, as it did within the 
course ofthose few minutes, to - 40°. 

But the best was for last. At the end of ta
tality there is an effect modestly known as 
"the diamond rlng"-when the first sparkle 
of renewed sun breaks through the valleys 
on the lunar rim. What I saw was no "dia
mond ring"! lt was a spot of true light that 
began as a pinpoint and continued to expand, 
like a magnificent surge of electricity, wider 
and brighter as It shot down through space, 
until it pierced my narrowed puptls and burst 
onto my retinas. Our last eclipse of the cen
tury did not leave me with eye damage, no. It 
left me with a temporartly frostbitten nose 
and a permanently dazzled brain. 

-J effWhee!wright 




